2016 Catholic Press Awards Winners

All Member Division

A02a: BEST SINGLE AD ORIGINATING WITH THE PUBLICATION: Black and White Ad

First Place
*The Compass*, “St. Bernard Parish, Green Bay: Leah Darrow event” by Donna Mleziva

Second Place
*Catholic Star Herald*, “Christmas Bazaar” by Tom O'Shea

Third Place
*The Catholic Post*, “Wright and Salmon Mortuaries” by Sonia Nelson

Honorable Mention
*The Compass*, “Holy Trinity Parish, School Hill: Gary Wilhelm congratulatory ad” by Donna Mleziva

A02b: BEST SINGLE AD ORIGINATING WITH THE PUBLICATION: Color Ad

First Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald*, “Calling all WWII Veterans” by David Garcia Advertising Staff

Second Place
*Mississippi Catholic*, “Support our Latin American Mission Saltillo, Mexico” by Contyna McNealy

Third Place
*Rhode Island Catholic*, “Golden Lamb Buttery” by Laura Kilgus

Honorable Mentions
*The Compass*, “Catholic Charities” by Donna Mleziva & Sarah Bradford

*The Florida Catholic*, “Priest Retirement Collection” by Michael Jimenez

A03: BEST AD COPYWRITING

First Place
*FAITH Lansing*, “Faith in Flint” by Kayla Simon

Second Place
*The Tablet*, “Reconciliation Monday - Lent 2015” by Israel Ochoa

Third Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald*, “Teaching Catholicism to Capitalists” by Narguess Moasser and Beatriz Lopez
**Honorable Mentions**

*FAITH Lansing, “Death to Life” by Patrick Dally*

*FAITH Lansing, “Dance in His Vineyard” by Rachel Matero*

**A04: BEST PRINT CIRCULATION PROMOTION CAMPAIGN**

**First Place**

*The Florida Catholic, Palm Beach, “What Do You Prefer? Circulation campaign” by Florida Catholic Staff*

**Second Place**

*The Catholic Post, “2015 Delivering Unity Campaign” by Tom Dermody and Daryl Wilson*

**A05: BEST MEDIA KIT CREATED IN 2015**

**First Place**

*FAITH Lansing, “FAITH Magazine Ad Brochure” by Rachel Matero*

**Second Place**

*Omaha Catholic Voice, “Media Kit” by John Bosco, Randy A. Grosse*

**Third Place**

*FAITH Catholic Publishing and Communications, “FAITH Advertising Network Web Ad” by Rachel Matero*

**A06: BEST LOCAL RETAIL CAMPAIGN ORIGINATING WITH THE PUBLICATION**

**First Place**

*FAITH Erie, “Celebrating Sisters” by Elizabeth Butterfield and Anne-Marie Welsh*

**Second Place**

*The Catholic Sun, Phoenix, AZ, “Catholic Cemeteries Series” by Mick Welsh*

**Third Place**

*Arlington Catholic Herald, “Paschal Lamb” by Ashleigh Buyers and Catholic Herald Advertising Staff*

**Honorable Mentions**

*The Compass, “Vocations” by Donna Mleziva & Sarah Bradford*

**A07: BEST PROMOTIONAL HOUSE AD**

**First Place**

*Denver Catholic, “Go Paperless” by David Hazen, Karna Swanson, Kelly Seeman, Andrew Wright, Filippo Piccone*

**Second Place**

*Arlington Catholic Herald, “Follow the Pope with us!” by Ashleigh Buyers and Catholic Herald Staff*
Third Place
Northwest Catholic, “Northwest Catholic Collection” by Ellen Bollard, Mary Gogulski

Honorable Mentions
Northwest Catholic, “Place Your Ad Here - Spanish” by Keri Hake, Janis Olson

The Observer, “Read It Your Favorite Way ...” by Sharon Boehlefeld

A08a: BEST BLOG: Group or Association Blog
First Place
America Magazine, “Dispatches” by Kevin Clarke and the America Correspondents

Second Place
CatholicMom.com by Lisa M. Hendey, Barbara Szyszkievicz and CatholicMom.com Contributors

Third Place
Unbound, “Unbound Blog” by Jordan Kimbrell

A08b: BEST BLOG: Publication Blog
First Place
National Catholic Reporter, “NCR Today” by NCR Staff and Contributors

Second Place
National Catholic Reporter “Eco Catholic” by NCR Staff and Contributors

Third Place
VISION Vocation Guide, “Questions Catholics Ask” by Alice Camille and Jennifer Tomshack

A08c: BEST BLOG: By Layperson
First Place
National Catholic Reporter, “Grace on the Margins” by Jamie L. Manson

Second Place
America Magazine, “UnConventional Wisdom” by Robert David Sullivan

Third Place
National Catholic Reporter, “Distinctly Catholic” by Michael Sean Winters

A08d: BEST BLOG: By Religious/Clergy
First Place
National Catholic Reporter, “Simply Spirit” by Sr. Christine Schenk, CSJ

Second Place
National Catholic Reporter, “From Where I Stand” by Sr. Joan Chittister, OSB

Third Place
National Catholic Reporter, “Conversations with Sr. Camille” by Sr. Camille D'Arienzo, RSM
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A09a: BEST ONLINE CONTENT NOT PUBLISHED IN PRINT: Written Content

First Place
America Magazine, “Americamagazine.org” by Kevin Clarke, Judith Valente, Jim McDermott, Robert David Sullivan

Second Place
CatholicPhilly.com, “Pope Francis Visits Philadelphia” by CatholicPhilly.com Staff and Contributors

Third Place
Northwest Catholic, “Murder victim remembered,” “Vietnamese youth,” “St. Leo parishioner,” “Patrick Place,” and “Parish ministry” by Nathan Whaln, Greg Magnoni, Kim Haub, Christina Novak, Jean Parietti

Honorable Mentions
C-FAM's Friday Fax, “Coverage of UN and Abortion” by Stefano Gennarini, Wendy Wright, Rebecca Oas, Susan Yoshihara


A10: BEST FREESTANDING PRESENTATION OF ONLINE PHOTO GALLERY OR SLIDESHOW

First Place
Catholic Courier, “On 9/11 anniversary, flags honor service” by Mike Crupi

Second Place
Catholic Courier, “Cemetery lights remembrance luminaries” by Jeff Witherow

Third Place
CatholicPhilly.com, “Pope Francis visits Philadelphia” by CatholicPhilly.com Staff and Contributors

A11a: BEST FREESTANDING PRESENTATION OF ONLINE VIDEO: News

First Place
Catholic News Service, “Media’s role in U.S. papal visit” by Chaz Muth

Second Place
Catholic News Service, “Laudato Si’ calls for asceticism, reform” by Robert Duncan

Third Place
Catholic News Service, “Pope Francis arrives in the U.S.” by Chaz Muth
A11b: BEST FREESTANDING PRESENTATION OF ONLINE VIDEO: Feature

First Place
Catholic News Service, “Americans reflect on their papal experience” by Chaz Muth, Elie Gardner, Jordan Gantz

Second Place
Catholic News Herald, “Holy Angels’ Cherubs Café expands” by David Hains

Third Place
Catholic Courier, “Taize prayer offers respite” by Mike Crupi

Honorable Mentions
Catholic News Service, “The science, politics and ‘church’ of climate change” by Robert Duncan

Catholic News Service, “Day of the Dead: A blending of cultures” by Chaz Muth

A11c: BEST FREESTANDING PRESENTATION OF ONLINE VIDEO: Depiction of Religious Life

First Place
Catholic Extension, “Nuns Rock - The Ministry of Women Religious in the Catholic Church” by Angela D’Antonio and Orchard Production

Second Place
Voices in Ministry & Mission (Adrian Dominican Sisters), “Christmas Wishes from the Adrian Dominican Sisters” by Amy Palmer, Scott Miller, Ashley LaVigne, Sheila Wathen, Melinda Ziegler, Elise Garcia, and Scott Miller

Third Place
Catholic News Service, “Nuns usher the dying into heaven” by Michael Jones

Honorable Mention
Catholic Extension, “Door to Door Ministry” by Angela D’Antonio and Orchard Production

A12: BEST ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER

First Place
ONE Magazine, “Discover ONE Online” by Staff

Second Place
Arlington Catholic Herald, “Catholic Herald eEdition” by Catholic Herald Staff and Mary Stachyra Lopez

Third Place
Unbound, “Unbound eNews” by Jordan Kimbrell

Honorable Mentions
CatholicPhilly.com, “Twice weekly newsletter of CatholicPhilly.com” by CatholicPhilly.com Staff

Northwest Catholic, “Northwest Catholic Journal” by Northwest Catholic Staff with Mary Gogulski
A13: BEST GENERAL PUBLISHER WEBSITE
First Place
Aleteia.org by Staff

Second Place
CatholicPhilly.com by Staff and Contributors

A14: BEST ORIGINAL POETRY
First Place
The Criterion, “My Journey to God” by Natalie Hoefer

Second Place
Maryknoll Magazine, “Where are you, God?” by Father Joseph R. Veneroso

A16: BEST WEB AND PRINT COMBINATION PACKAGE
First Place
The Texas Catholic, “Psalms for Annabelle” by David Sedeno, Seth Gonzales, Michael Gresham, Jenna Teter

Second Place
Catholic Courier, “Sister Grace, a good troublemaker” by Annette Jimenez, Jeff Witherow, Mike Crupi and Brendan Parker

Third Place
The Monitor, “Catholic Schools ‘In The House’” by Staff of the Trenton Monitor

Honorable Mention
Northwest Catholic, “Waves of Hope” by Jean Parietti, Anna Weaver, Greg Magnoni, Lori Wirtz

Perpetual Help, “Daily Lenten Devotions” by Mary C. Weaver, Carol Rumbolt, James C. Link

A17: BEST ONLINE AD
First Place
Western New York Catholic, “Issues are rarely simple” by Carolyn Luick

Second Place
The Tablet, “Pope In USA Coverage” by Shartina Thompson

Third Place
Western New York Catholic, “Series of Papal Visit” by Carolyn Luick
**A18a: BEST MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE: News Package**

**First Place**  
*Northwest Catholic,* “Hundreds Rally in Olympia on Catholic Advocacy Day” by Susan Gilmore, Robin Gunderson, Stephen Brashear  

**Second Place**  
*Catholic News Herald,* “St. Maria Goretti relics tour comes to Charlotte, Greensboro” by SueAnn Howell, Rico De Silva, David Hains  

**Third Place**  
Catholic News Service, “Our Lady of Guadalupe shouldn't be viewed as just a Mexican tradition” by Chaz Muth

**A18b: BEST MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE: Feature Package**

**First Place**  
*Catholic Courier,* “Sister Grace, a good troublemaker” by Annette Jimenez, Jeff Witherow, Mike Crupi and Brendan Parker  

**Second Place**  
*The Texas Catholic,* “Psalms for Annabelle” by David Sedeno, Seth Gonzales, Michael Gresham, Jenna Teter  

**Third Place**  
Catholic News Service, “Not just pretty pictures: Church art is catechetical storybook of faith” by Robert Duncan, Carol Glatz, Paul Haring

**A18c: BEST MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE: Depiction of Religious Life**

**First Place**  
Catholic News Service, “Pennsylvania priest builds ministry one Lego at a time” by Chaz Muth  

**Second Place**  
Catholic News Service, “U.S. Trappist monks say beer brewing enhances American monastic life” by Chaz Muth  

**Third Place**  
Catholic News Service, “Priests who join military as chaplains ‘answering a call within a call’” by Chaz Muth, Julie Asher

**A19a: INDIVIDUAL EXCELLENCE: Writer**

**First Place**  
John Shaughnessy, *The Criterion*  

**Second Place**  
Katie Scott, *Arlington Catholic Herald*
Third Place (Tie)
Kevin Clarke, America Magazine

Third Place (Tie)
Theresa Laurence, Tennessee Register

Honorable Mentions
Jennifer Brinker, St. Louis Review
Nichole Golden, The Georgia Bulletin

A19b: INDIVIDUAL EXCELLENCE: Editor
First Place
Mary Solberg, FaithLife Newspaper

Second Place
Kate Blain, The Evangelist

Third Place
Teak Phillips, St. Louis Review and Catholic St. Louis Magazine

Honorable Mention
J.D. Conor Mauro, ONE Magazine

A19d: INDIVIDUAL EXCELLENCE: Photographer
First Place
Lisa Johnston, St. Louis Review and Catholic St. Louis Magazine

Second Place
Mike Crupi, Catholic Courier

Third Place
Rick Musacchio, Tennessee Register

Honorable Mention
Michael Alexander, The Georgia Bulletin

A19e: INDIVIDUAL EXCELLENCE: Graphic Artist/Designer
First Place
Lynne Hsu, FAITH Erie “Lynne Hsu” by

Second Place
Kayla Simon, FAITH Lansing

Third Place
Lindsey Riesen, Our Sunday Visitor
Honorable Mentions
Paul Grillo, ONE Magazine
Carolyn Luick, Western New York Catholic

A19f: INDIVIDUAL EXCELLENCE: Videographer/Video Producer
First Place
Chaz Muth, Catholic News Service

Second Place
Robert Duncan, Catholic News Service

Third Place
Jeff Witherow, Catholic Courier

Honorable Mentions
Ashleigh Buyers, Arlington Catholic Herald
Allen Kinzly, The Georgia Bulletin

A20: BEST MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE SERIES
First Place
Catholic News Service, “Pope Francis visits the U.S.” by Chaz Muth, Cindy Wooden, Carol Zimmermann, Dennis Sadowski, Paul Haring, Patricia Zapor, David Agren, Gregory A. Shemitz, Michael Crommett, Jordan Gantz, Oscar Durand

Second Place

Third Place
Catholic News Service, “Education program makes strides in saving struggling U.S. Catholic schools” by Chaz Muth, Nancy Wiechec, Karen Callaway

Honorable Mentions
Catholic News Herald, “Eucharistic Congress” by SueAnn Howell, Kimberly Bender, Patricia Guilfoyle, Rico De Silva

Catholic News Service, “U.S. prepares for a visit from Pope Francis” by Chaz Muth, Robert Duncan, Cindy Wooden, Paul Haring, Abbey Jaroma

A21a: BEST ANNUAL REPORT: (Arch)Diocesan Finances
First Place
Catholic News Herald, “I am the Way and the Truth and the Life” by Tim Faragher

Second Place
Third Place
The Catholic Sun, Phoenix, AZ, “The Roman Catholic Diocese of Phoenix 2014 Annual Stewardship Report” by The Catholic Sun Staff

Honorable Mention
Western New York Catholic, “Financial Supplement” by WNYCatholic Staff

A21b: BEST ANNUAL REPORT: Catholic Nonprofit Organization
First Place
Jesuits Magazine, “Jesuits Transforming Lives” by Michael Benigno

Second Place

Third Place (Tie)
ONE Magazine, “CNEWA 2015 Annual Report” by Staff

Voices in Ministry & Mission (Adrian Dominican Sisters), “Adrian Dominican Sisters - Your Generosity, Our Service” by Elise D. Garcia, Barbara Kelley, Melinda P. Ziegler, Melinda P. Ziegler, Kathleen M. Schanz, Amy Palmer
Magazine Division

M01a: BEST COVER: Large (over 6 x 9 1/2")

First Place
*FAITH Lansing*, “In a city where 62% of kids live in poverty, will you help?” by Pat Dally and Kayla Simon

Second Place
*Northwest Catholic*, “Ora et labora” by Ellen Bollard

Third Place
*FAITH Lansing*, “There's so much more to being Catholic": Brendan brings his mission trip home.” by Pat Dally

Honorable Mentions
*Health Progress*, “Catholic Identity in Health Care After Vatican II” by Cap Pannell

*U.S. Catholic*, “January 2015 Cover”

M01b: BEST COVER: Small (up to 6 x 9 1/2")

First Place
*Revista Maryknoll*, “Señor, enséñanos el camino” by Octavio Durán, Valentín Concha-Núñez

Second Place
*Maryknoll Magazine*, “Saving sight in South Sudan” by Paul Jeffrey, Diane Mastrogiulio

Third Place
*Give Us This Day*, “May 2015 Cover”

Honorable Mention
*Maryknoll Magazine* “Lord, show us the way” by Sean Sprague, Diane Mastrogiulio


M02: BEST SHORT STORY

First Place
*Liguorian Magazine*, “Breaking Ground” by James Tipton, Virgil Tipton, William Townsend, Elizabeth Herzing, John Krus

Second Place
*Liguorian Magazine*, “The Keepsake” by Sarah Allison, Virgil Tipton, William Townsend, Elizabeth Herzing, John Krus

Third Place
*St. Anthony Messenger*, “The Annual Sourwood Squirrel Scramble” by David Hull
M03a: BEST ESSAY ORIGINATING WITH A MAGAZINE OR NEWSLETTER: National General Interest Magazine

First Place
*America Magazine*, “Breathing Space” by Alex Mikulich

Second Place
*U.S. Catholic*, “Diamond in the Rough” by Barbara Hosbach

Third Place
*U.S. Catholic*, “A brush with injustice” by Christopher Mari

Honorable Mention
*Living City Magazine*, “Facing the prejudices within” by Amy Uelmen

M03b: BEST ESSAY ORIGINATING WITH A MAGAZINE OR NEWSLETTER: Diocesan Magazine

First Place
*North Texas Catholic Newsmagazine*, “Sisters of St. Mary of Namur will always have value, like us” by Jeff Hensley

Second Place
*Parable Magazine*, “Midsummer Prayer” by Gary Bouchard

Third Place
*Parable Magazine*, “A Dog's Life at Mount Carmel” by Gary Bouchard, Sarah Jane vonHaack

Honorable Mention
*North Texas Catholic Newsmagazine*, “Dominican Order celebrates 800th anniversary in 2016” by Fr. Carmen Mele, O.P.

M03c: BEST ESSAY ORIGINATING WITH A MAGAZINE OR NEWSLETTER: Mission Magazine (Overseas and Home)

First Place
*ONE Magazine*, “A Letter From Ethiopia” by Sister Ayelech Gebeyehu, D.C.

Second Place
*Maryknoll Magazine*, “Refugee families in peril” by Jane O'Sullivan

Third Place
*ONE Magazine*, “A Letter From Ukraine” by Olena Malchyn

Honorable Mention
*Glenmary Challenge*, “The Racial Divide” by Father John S. Rausch
M03d: BEST ESSAY ORIGINATING WITH A MAGAZINE OR NEWSLETTER: Religious Order
Magazine

First Place

Second Place
HORIZON: Journal of the National Religious Vocation Conference, “God does more than we can ask or imagine” by Sister Catherine Bertrand, S.S.N.D.

M03e: BEST ESSAY ORIGINATING WITH A MAGAZINE OR NEWSLETTER: Professional & Special Interest Magazine (Including Clergy & Religious)

First Place
Health Progress “Advocacy as an Expression of Charity” by Sr. Doris Gottemoeller, RSM, PhD

Second Place
Family Foundations, “Reawakening the imagination” by Maria Wiering

Third Place

Honorable Mention
HORIZON: Journal of the National Religious Vocation Conference, “’The Joy of the Gospel’ has messages for us” by Sister Theresa Rickard, O.P.

M03f: BEST ESSAY ORIGINATING WITH A MAGAZINE OR NEWSLETTER: Scholarly Magazine

First Place (Tie)
American Catholic Studies, “’Peace with Justice’: Bishop Mark J. Hurley and the San Francisco State College Strike” by William Issel

First Place (Tie)
American Catholic Studies, “Ahead of its Time . . . Or, Right on Time? The Role of the Sister Formation Conference for American Women Religious” by Carol K. Coburn

M03g: BEST ESSAY ORIGINATING WITH A MAGAZINE OR NEWSLETTER: Prayer & Spirituality Magazine

First Place
Give Us This Day, “Showing” by Mary Stommes

Second Place
Soul Magazine, “The Happiness of Heaven” by Barb Ernster, Vince Covello, Megan Pritchard, David Corollo, Don Fier

Third Place
Give Us This Day, “What’s So New About a New Year?” by Alice Camille
M04: BEST EDITORIAL
First Place
*America Magazine*, “After Obergefell” by The Editors

Second Place
*America Magazine*, “Peace and Toilet Paper” by The Editors

Third Place
*Comboni Missions*, “Is Dialogue Possible? YES!” by Fr. Joseph Bragotti, mccj

Honorable Mention
*St. Anthony Messenger*, “Stars, Bars, and Scars” by John Feister

M05a: BEST REGULAR COLUMN: Spiritual Life
First Place
*Maryknoll Magazine*, “Spirituality Columns” by Father Michael Snyder, Sister Mary Ellen Kempken, Father Joyalito Tajonera

Second Place
*Soul Magazine*, “Popes Connected with Fatima” by Rev. Andrew Apostoli, C.F.R., Barb Ernster, Vince Covello, Megan Pritchard, David Corollo

Third Place
*Catholic Missions In Canada*, “From the President's Desk” by Father Philip J. Kennedy

M05b: BEST REGULAR COLUMN: General Commentary
First Place
*Momentum*, “NCEA Momentum From the Field Legal Issues” by Gabrielle Gallagher, Sister Mary Angela Shaughnessy, SCN, J.D., Ph.D.

Second Place
*U.S. Catholic*, “Culture in Context” by Meghan Murphy-Gill

Third Place
*Maryknoll Magazine*, “World Watch Columns” by Anna Engelmann, Joseph Hastings, Gerry Lee

Honorable Mention
*Catholic Connection*, “Faithful Food” by Kim Long

M05c: BEST REGULAR COLUMN: Family Life
First Place
*U.S. Catholic*, “At Home with Our Faith” by Annemarie Scobey

Second Place
*FAITH Lansing*, “Work Life” by Jim Berlucchi

Third Place
*Northwest Catholic*, “Your Family Matters” by Sarah Bartel
**Honorable Mention**
*FAITH Lansing*, “Marriage Matters” by Steve and Bridget Patton, Dr. Manuel Santos and Karee Santos

**M06a: BEST SINGLE PHOTO ORIGINATING WITH A MAGAZINE OR NEWSLETTER:**
**Black & White Photo**

**First Place**
*Parable Magazine*, “Healing Body and Spirit” by Matthew Lomanno

**Second Place**
*Revista Maryknoll*, “Misión en acción” by Maryknoll Mission Archives, Valentín Concha-Núñez

**Third Place**
*Parable Magazine*, “Healing Body and Spirit” by Matthew Lomanno

**M06b: BEST SINGLE PHOTO ORIGINATING WITH A MAGAZINE OR NEWSLETTER:**
**Color Photo**

**First Place**
*North Texas Catholic Newsmagazine*, “From Death to Resurrection, Victory” by Ben Torres, Juan Guajardo

**Second Place**
*Northwest Catholic*, “Ora et labora” by Tari Gunstone

**Third Place**
*ONE Magazine*, “Chaldean Catholic Sister Congratulates Newly Ordained Nephew” by Nancy Wiechec

**Honorable Mention**
*Northwest Catholic*, “Overflowing with Compassion” by Stephen Brashear

**M07a: BEST PHOTO STORY ORIGINATING WITH A MAGAZINE OR NEWSLETTER:**
**News Photo Story**

**First Place**
*FAITH Lansing*, “Ordination 2015” by Tom Gennara

**Second Place**
*Soul Magazine*, “Repainting Our Lady’s Statue, Soul Magazine” by Barb Ernster, Vince Covello, Megan Pritchard, David Corollo
M07b: BEST PHOTO STORY ORIGINATING WITH A MAGAZINE OR NEWSLETTER:
Feature Photo Story

First Place
North Texas Catholic Newsmagazine, “Easter Sacraments” by Ben Torres, Donna Ryckaert, Juan Guajardo

Second Place
St. Anthony Messenger, “The St. Francis Breadline” by Gregory A. Shemtiz

Third Place
Catholic Extension, “Gallery-Knocking on doors” by Rich Kalonick, Elizabeth Boo Neuberger, Elio Leturia

Honorable Mention
Parable Magazine, “Healing Body and Spirit” by Matthew Lomanno

M08a: BEST MULTIPLE PICTURE PACKAGE: News Package

First Place
Maryknoll Magazine, “Building one earth community” by Giovana Soria, Cecilia Espinoza, Father Paul Masson

Second Place
FAITH Lansing, “City History and Infographic” by FAITH Magazine Staff

Third Place
Soul Magazine, “A Special Visitor” by Barb Ernster, Vince Covello, Megan Pritchard, David Corollo

M08b: BEST MULTIPLE PICTURE PACKAGE: Feature Package

First Place
Catholic St. Louis Magazine, “Building a new life” by Lisa Johnston

Second Place
ONE Magazine, “A Day in the Life of a Husband, Father, Factory Worker, Priest” by Karen Callaway

Third Place
Catholic St. Louis Magazine, “Sunday best” by Lisa Johnston

Honorable Mentions
Northwest Catholic, “Ora et labora” by Stephen Brashear, Tari Gunstone

ONE Magazine, “A Day in the Life of an Israeli Priest” by Ilene Perlman

M09: BEST ILLUSTRATION, EITHER WITH ART WORK OR PHOTOGRAPHY

First Place
St. Anthony Messenger, “Expanding Our View” by Mary Kurnick Maass
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Second Place
FAITH Lansing, “City History and Infographic” by Pat Dally

Third Place
Liguorian Magazine, “The Catholic Response to Violence and Tragedy” by He Qi, Virgil Tipton, Elizabeth Herzing, John Krus

M10: BEST SPECIAL ISSUE, SECTION, OR SUPPLEMENT
First Place
Health Progress, “Catholic Identity in Health Care After Vatican II” by

Second Place

Third Place
FAITH Lansing, “Faith in Flint Special Issue” by FAITH Magazine Staff

Honorable Mention
Catholic Extension, “Faith Starts at Home” by Elizabeth Boo Neuberger, Meinrad Scherer-Emunds, Elio Leturia, Rich Kalonick

FAITH Lansing, “There’s so much more to being Catholic” by FAITH Magazine Staff

M11: BEST INTERVIEW
First Place
FAITH Saginaw, “Two Sacred Hearts” by Erin Carlson

Second Place
U.S. Catholic, “Keeping the peace” by Tobias Winright and U.S. Catholic Editors

Third Place
FAITH Lansing, “30 minutes to Flee” by Rose Robertson

M12: BEST PERSONALITY PROFILE
First Place
St. Anthony Messenger, “James Foley: Journalist, Man of Faith” by Donis Tracy

Second Place
FAITH Saginaw, “Mercy Lives Despite Loss” by Beth McKenna

Third Place
Northwest Catholic, “The Way of the Pilgrim” by Kevin Birnbaum
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Honorable Mentions
North Texas Catholic Newsmagazine, “Healing for Eternity: Father Michael Moloney, formerly Dr. Michael Moloney” by Jerry Circelli
The Augustinian, “SAINT AUGUSTINE FROM DOUBT TO CERTITUDE” by George P. Lawless, O.S.A., Teddie Gallagher

M13: BEST COVERAGE OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY ISSUES
First Place
Columbia, “Religious Liberty Coverage” by Andrew J. Matt, Dominican Brother Augustine Marogi, Supreme Chaplain Archbishop William E. Lori

Second Place
FAITH Lansing, “Special Reports - Religious Liberty” by Doug Culp, Peggy Dekeyser

Third Place
Legatus, “To the Bitter End, Religious Freedom & The Family, Liberty on the Line” by Judy Roberts, Brian Faga, Monsignor Joseph Schaedel

M19: BEST EXPLANATION OF CHURCH’S POSITION ON MARRIAGE
First Place
Living City Magazine, “Adopting hope,” “Fulfilling life,” and “Pushing the limits” by Mary Lou and Michael Haynes, Maria Luce Ronconi, LC Staff

Second Place
FAITH Lansing, “Explanation of Church's Position on Marriage” by Doug Culp

Third Place
Columbia, “Marriage Coverage” by Matthew J. Franck, Supreme Chaplain Archbishop William E. Lori, David S. Crawford

M20: BEST COVERAGE OF VOCATIONS TO PRIESTHOOD, RELIGIOUS LIFE OR DIACONATE
First Place
Northwest Catholic, “Ora et labora” by Brian LeBlanc, Tari Gunstone, Stephen Brashear

Second Place
FAITH Lansing, “Living the Gospel in a Radical Way, Brother Francis Boylan, CSC” by Mary Kay McPartlin and Tom Gennara

Third Place
Perpetual Help, “Deeds, not words” by Mary C. Weaver

Honorable Mention
FAITH Lansing, “Two Priests and a Sister who Live for God” by Rose Robertson and Tom Gennara
M21: BEST REVIEW

First Place
*American Catholic Studies*, “Review of More than a Monologue: Sexual Diversity and the Catholic Church, Volume I and Volume II” by Stefanie Knauss

Second Place
*America Magazine*, “The Big Dig”

Third Place
*Vermont Catholic*, “Can You Let Go of a Grudge?” by Kay Winchester

Honorable Mention
*America Magazine*, “Based on a True Story” by Jim McDermott, S.J.

M22: BEST REVIEW SECTION

First Place
*America Magazine*, “Fall Books 2” by Raymond A. Schroth, S.J.

Second Place
*American Catholic Studies*, “Review Section Vol. 126, No. 4 (Winter 2015)” by Multiple Contributors

Third Place
*HORIZON: Journal of the National Religious Vocation Conference*, “Book Notes” by Sister Renée Daigle, M.S.C., Carol Schuck Scheiber, Craig Gould

Honorable Mentions
*American Catholic Studies*, “Review Section Vol. 126, No. 3 (Fall 2015)” by Multiple Contributors

*Catholic Southwest*, “2015 Book Reviews Section” by Thomas Jodziewicz

M23a: BEST IN-DEPTH/ANALYSIS WRITING: Best In-Depth Writing

First Place
*America Magazine*, “Return to Saigon” by Raymond A. Schroth, S.J.

Second Place
*North Texas Catholic Newsmagazine*, “What comes after ‘Yes’” by Susan Moses, Juan Guajardo

Third Place
*ONE Magazine*, “Serving in the Red” by Jose Kavi

Honorable Mention
*North Texas Catholic Newsmagazine*, “Holy Jordan: Sheltering the living stones of our Christian Faith” by Maria Ruiz Scaperlanda, Jeffrey Bruno, Jeff Hensley
M23b: BEST IN-DEPTH/ANALYSIS WRITING: Best Analysis Writing

First Place
Health Progress, “PATIENT AUTONOMY: Is It Ethical to Suspend A DNR Order in Surgery?” by D. W. Donovan, D.Bioethics, MA, MS, BCC

Second Place
St. Anthony Messenger, “Junipero Serra: Saint or Scoundrel?” by Maureen Pratt

Third Place

Honorable Mention
FAITH Lansing, “Special Report: Same-Sex Marriage” by Doug Culp

M24a: BEST FEATURE ARTICLE: General Interest Magazine

First Place
The CUA Magazine, “Viva El Papa!” by Ellen N. Woods, Donna Hobson

Second Place
U.S. Catholic, “Knowing Jesus” by Ruth Graham

Third Place
Liguorian Magazine, “Moving Beyond the Violence” by Mary Ellen Pellegrini, Virgil Tipton, Fr. Donald Willard, CSSR, Elizabeth Herzing, William Townsend, John Krus

M24b: BEST FEATURE ARTICLE: Diocesan Magazine

First Place
North Texas Catholic Newsmagazine, “Prayers rise from Mount Carmel; Answers flow from heaven” by Joan Kurkowski-Gillen, Jeff Hensley

Second Place
Northwest Catholic, “Waves of Hope” by Jean Parietti

Third Place
Vermont Catholic, “Make-A-Wish project” by Cori Urban, Ann Cutter-Specht

M24c: BEST FEATURE ARTICLE: Mission Magazine (Overseas and Home)

First Place
ONE Magazine, “Coming Home” by Don Duncan

Second Place
Maryknoll Magazine, “Feeling the pain of climate change” by Barbara Fraser

Third Place
Maryknoll Magazine, “Rebuilding Nepal” by Lynn F. Monahan
Honorable Mentions
*Glenmary Challenge,* “God Never Leaves” by Margaret Gabriel

*ONE Magazine,* “Casualties of War” by Mark Raczkiewycz

**M24e: BEST FEATURE ARTICLE: Professional & Special Interest Magazine, Including Clergy & Religious**

**First Place**
*HORIZON National Religious Vocation Conference,* “11 reasons to keep building our future” by Father Bernhard Eckerstorfer, O.S.B.

**Second Place**
*Health Progress,* “Did Anyone Realize What Was Ahead? Catholic Health Care and Vatican II” by Fr. Charles Bouchard, OP, STD

**Third Place**
*Legatus,* “What Glass Ceiling?” by Brian Fraga

**Honorable Mentions**
*Living Unbound,* “Youth Open a New World for Women Eager to Learn” by Larry Livingston

*Living Unbound,* “Protecting Girls From a Harmful Cultural Practice” by Loretta Shea Kline

**M24f: BEST FEATURE ARTICLE: Scholarly Magazine**

**First Place**
*The Linacre Quarterly,* “Pastoral Care of Patients with Ebola Virus Disease: A Medical and Canonical Opinion about Pastoral Visits to Patients with Contagious and Highly Fatal Diseases” by Stephen E. Hannan, M.D., and Benedict T. Nguyen, J.D.

**Second Place**
*The Linacre Quarterly,* “Integrity and Virtue: The Forming of Good Character” by Louise A. Mitchell

**Third Place**
*American Catholic Studies,* “Merton at One Hundred: Reflections on The Seven Storey Mountain” by Lawrence Cunningham; James Martin, SJ; Monica Weiss, SSJ; Julie Leininger Pycior

**Honorable Mentions**
*American Catholic Studies,* “A Home on the Hill: Memories of St. Vincent’s Home, Drexel Hill, PA” by Lou Baldwin

*American Catholic Studies,* “Enshrining the Mission: The Bishop Sheehan Memorial Museum and Vincentian Visions of China” by John Harney
M24h: BEST FEATURE ARTICLE: Newsletter

First Place
HNP Today, “Friars' Plunge into Potomac Raises Awareness of Climate Change” by Maria Hayes

Second Place
HNP Today, “Friar Who Donated Body to Science to Be Honored by Med Students” by Jocelyn Thomas

Third Place
HNP Today, “Buffalo Ministries Join Under New Entity” by Maria Hayes

M25: BEST ONLINE PRESENTATION OF MULTIMEDIA VISUALS

First Place
ONE Magazine, “Divine Intervention” by Raed Rafei

Second Place
ONE Magazine, “In Limbo in Lebanon: Iraqi Refugees Starting Over” by Raed Rafei

Third Place
ONE Magazine, “A Priest's Wife” by Joyce Duriga

M26: BEST MAGAZINE OR NEWSLETTER WEBSITE

First Place
The CUA Magazine, “The Catholic University of America Pope in DC website” by Bart Pollock, Patricia Diaz Suzarte, BLANK Design Communications, Staff of the Office of Public Affairs at The Catholic University of America

Second Place
Northwest Catholic, “Northwest Catholic Online for 2015” by Northwest Catholic Staff

Third Place
North Texas Catholic Newsmagazine, “northtexascatholic.org” by Juan Guajardo, Judy Russeau, Chris Kastner

M27a: GENERAL EXCELLENCE: National General Interest Magazine

First Place
Liguorian Magazine by Virgil Tipton, Fr. Donald Willard, Elizabeth Herzing, William Townsend, John Krus

Second Place
U.S. Catholic by Staff

Third Place
St. Anthony Messenger
M27b: GENERAL EXCELLENCE: Diocesan Magazine
First Place
*FAITH Lansing* by FAITH Magazine Staff

Second Place
*Northwest Catholic* by Staff

Third Place
*Catholic St. Louis Magazine* by Staff

M27c: GENERAL EXCELLENCE: Mission Magazine (Overseas and Home)
First Place
*ONE Magazine* by Staff

Second Place
*Maryknoll Magazine* by Maryknoll Magazine Staff, Diane Mastrogiulio

Third Place
*Glenmary Challenge* by Chris Gramke, Dale Hanson, Tricia Sarvak

M27d: GENERAL EXCELLENCE: Religious Order Magazine
First Place
*The Augustinian* by Teddie Gallagher, Kitty Sheridan

Second Place
*Carmelite Review* by Kenneth J. Pino

Third Place
*Heart to Heart*

M27e: GENERAL EXCELLENCE: Professional & Special Interest Magazine (Including Clergy & Religious)
First Place
*Health Progress* by Mary Ann Steiner, Lilah Lohr, Les Stock

Second Place
*Momentum* by NCEA, Gabrielle Gallagher

Third Place
*Living Unbound* by Cara VanNice
M27f: GENERAL EXCELLENCE: Scholarly Magazine

First Place
*American Catholic Studies* by Rodger Van Allen, Thomas Rzeznik, Margaret McGuinness, Nicholas Rademacher, Leigh Anne McCabe

Second Place
*The Linacre Quarterly* by Deacon William V. Williams, M.D.

Third Place
*Catholic Southwest* by Richard Fossey

M27g: GENERAL EXCELLENCE: Prayer & Spirituality Magazine

First Place
*Give Us This Day*

Second Place
*Soul Magazine* by Barb Ernster, Vince Covello, Megan Pritchard, David Corollo

M28: BEST COVERAGE OF THE 2015 SYNOD ON FAMILY

First Place
*St. Anthony Messenger*, “Special Report: Synod on the Family” by Daniel Imwalle, Thomas Groome, John Thavis

Second Place
*Catholic Connection*, “Tales from the Road: World Meeting of Families” by Katie Aranda, Carol Gates, Rosalba Quiroz, Deacon Bill Roche, Fr. Mark Watson, Katie Sciba

Third Place
*FAITH Lansing*, “Coverage of the 2015 Synod on Family” by Bishop Earl Boyea and Doug Culp

M29: BEST REDESIGN

First Place
*FAITH Lansing*, by Pat Dally, Kayla Simon

Second Place
*Momentum* by NCEA, Gabrielle Gallagher, Picante Creative

Third Place
*Catholic Extension* by Elizabeth Boo Neuberger, Meinrad Scherer-Emunds, Elio Leturia, Rich Kalonick

Honorable Mentions
*Carmelite Review* by Kenneth J. Pino

*Perpetual Help* by Mary C. Weaver, Carol Rumbolt, James C. Link
M31: BEST COVERAGE OF THE PAPAL VISIT TO CUBA AND THE U.S.

First Place
St. Anthony Messenger, “Special Report: Pope Francis in America” by Ann Augherton, Christopher Gunty, Peter Feuerherd, Beth Griffin

Second Place
North Texas Catholic Newsmagazine, “Apostolic Journey: A visit for the ages” by Joan Kurkowski-Gillen, Ernest Doclar, Juan Guajardo

Third Place
Columbia, “Love Is Our Mission” by Columbia Staff

M32: BEST COVERAGE OF THE WORLD MEETING OF FAMILIES

First Place
New Earth, “World Meeting of Families Coverage” by Roxane B. Salonen

Second Place
FAITH Erie, “The Diocese of Erie at the World Meeting of Families” by Anne-Marie Welsh, Lynne Hsu, Amy Helmer, Matt Gambino

Third Place
North Texas Catholic Newsmagazine, “Family Ties: The global church will focus the spotlight on the family” by Joan Kurkowski-Gillen, Juan Guajardo, Jeff Hensley

M33: BEST COVERAGE OF THE YEAR OF CONSECRATED LIFE

First Place
Northwest Catholic, “Celebrating the Year of Consecrated Life,” “Ora et labora” and “Free to say ‘yes’” by Sister Sharon Casey, Brian LeBlanc, Greg Magnoni

Second Place
FAITH Erie, “Setting the world on fire” by Anne-Marie Welsh, Most Rev. Lawrence T. Persico, J.C.L., Lynne Hsu, Mark Fainstein

Third Place
Liguorian Magazine, “Celebrating the Year of Consecrated Life” by Jeanne McNulty; Fr. Donald Willard, CSsR; Elizabeth Herzing; Virgil Tipton; William Townsend; John Krus

M34: BEST TITLE AND LEAD-IN

First Place
FAITH Saginaw, “Mercy Lives Despite Loss” by Beth McKenna

Second Place
Parable Magazine, “Unbearable Loss, Unyielding Faith” by Gary Bouchard

Third Place
FAITH Lansing, “30 Minutes to Flee” by Rose Robertson
M35: BEST REPORTING ON A SPECIAL AGE GROUP

First Place
*FAITH Lansing*, “Gratitude, Growth, and Mission - Teen Issue” by Emily Lenhard, Tom Gennara, Michael Spath, and Jim Luning

Second Place
*HORIZON: Journal of the National Religious Vocation Conference*, “Midlife vocations” by By Sister Adrienne Kaufmann, O.S.B. and Sister Amy Hereford, C.S.J.

Third Place
*FAITH Erie*, “Faith in action” by Anne-Marie Welsh

M37: BEST SEASONAL ISSUE

First Place
*Liguorain Magazine*, “Savoring the Season: Moving Through Advent” by Virgil Tipton; Fr. Byron Miller, CSSR; Elizabeth Herzing; William Townsend; John Krus

Second Place

M38: BEST COVERAGE OF A ROUTINE SACRAMENTAL EVENT

First Place
*Health Progress*, “A 'Lost' Sacrament of The Church: Viaticum” by James Schellman, MA
Newspaper Division

N01a: BEST FRONT PAGE: Broadsheet (17 x 22")

First Place
National Catholic Register by Melissa Hartog, Jeanette DeMelo, Thomas Wehner, Amy Smith

Second Place
The Catholic Free Press, “Bro Ro” by Elizabeth Agbey

Third Place
FaithLife Newspaper by Mary Solberg and Rich Papalia

Honorable Mentions
Pittsburgh Catholic by Staff

The Catholic Messenger, by Barb Arland-Fye, Anne Marie Amacher, Lindsay Steele

N01b: BEST FRONT PAGE: Tabloid (11 x 17")

First Place
Hawaii Catholic Herald

Second Place
The Leaven by Todd Habiger

Third Place
The Catholic Spirit, St. Paul, MN by Staff

Honorable Mentions
Orange County Catholic by John Cheresh

The Catholic Transcript

N02a: BEST NEWS WRITING ORIGINIATING WITH THE PAPER ON A LOCAL OR REGIONAL EVENT: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
Catholic Herald, “Prayers for peace” by Ricardo Torres

Second Place
The Catholic Sun, Syracuse, NY, “A humble man who challenged us to be better people’: Remembering Jerry Berrigan, longtime Catholic advocate for peace” by Renée K. Gadoua

Third Place
The Catholic Sun, Syracuse, NY, “Cardinal, Dolphins discuss opposition surrounding Le Moyne commencement address” by Katherine Long

Honorable Mention
The Compass, “Byzantine monk has answer to Facebook’s name regulation” by Sam Lucero
N02b: BEST NEWS WRITING ORIGINATING WITH THE PAPER ON A LOCAL OR REGIONAL EVENT: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
*Clarion Herald*, “St. Louis Cathedral statue repair: A Katrina healing” by Beth Donze

Second Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald*, “Mega boda” by Ann M. Augherton

Third Place
*St. Louis Review*, “Forgiveness in Ferguson” by Dave Luecking

Honorable Mentions
*Arlington Catholic Herald*, “Showing love, one load at a time” by Zoey Di Mauro

*Clarion Herald*, “There's pep in his step” by Peter Finney Jr.

N02c: BEST NEWS WRITING ORIGINATING WITH THE PAPER ON A LOCAL OR REGIONAL EVENT: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
*The Catholic Spirit, Diocese of Metuchen, NJ*, “Pope Francis Garden” by Joanne Ward

Second Place

Third Place
*Catholic Anchor*, “Downtown cathedral grapples with how to respond to attacks” by Patricia Coll Freeman

Honorable Mentions
*Hawaii Catholic Herald*, “Dedication of St. Michael: Let us enter rejoicing” by Darlene J.M. Dela Cruz

*Tennessee Register*, “After Insure Tennessee falls, Catholics vow to keep fighting” by Theresa Laurence

N02d: BEST NEWS WRITING ORIGINATING WITH THE PAPER ON A LOCAL OR REGIONAL EVENT: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place (Tie)
*The A.D. Times*, “Cardinal Dolan enlivens faith in the valley” by Tami Quigley

*The Visitor*, “New Habitat home will honor Pope Francis” by Dianne Towalski

Second Place (Tie)
*The Catholic Miscellany*, “Thousands of mourners pay their respects” by Amy Wise Taylor

*The Georgia Bulletin*, “Marietta parish, synagogue come together for Holocaust remembrance service” by Andrew Nelson

2016 Catholic Press Awards
Honorable Mentions
FaiLife Newspaper, “Fire damages Emmaus Soup Kitchen” by Mary Solberg

The Catholic Miscellany, “Communities pitch in to help those in need” by Christina Lee Knauss

N03a: BEST NEWS WRITING ORIGINATING WITH THE PAPER ON NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL EVENT: National Event, Diocesan Newspaper
First Place
The Criterion, “Syrian refugee family arrives in archdiocese with ‘so much hope in their eyes’” by Natalie Hoefer

Second Place
The Michigan Catholic, “Catholic Charities fights misconceptions over resettling refugees in Michigan” by Daniel Meloy, Karla Dorweiler and Michael Stechschulte

Third Place
St. Louis Review, “Seeking overhaul of mandatory minimum sentences” by Joseph Kenny

Honorable Mentions
Arlington Catholic Herald, “In the center ring” by Dave Borowski

St. Louis Review, “‘Priest for a day’ meets ‘beacon of hope’” by Dave Luecking

N03b: BEST NEWS WRITING ORIGINATING WITH THE PAPER ON NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL EVENT: National Event, National Newspaper or Wire Service
First Place
National Catholic Reporter, “Coverage of investigations of US sisters” by Dawn Cheri Araujo, Joshua J. McElwee and Dan Stockman

Second Place
National Catholic Register, “Coverage of Supreme Court and death penalty” by Peter Jesserer Smith, Brian Fraga

Third Place
National Catholic Register, “Coverage of assisted suicide” by Brian Fraga, Joan Frawley Desmond

N03c: BEST NEWS WRITING ORIGINATING WITH THE PAPER ON NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL EVENT: International Event, Diocesan Newspaper
First Place
The Tablet, “Recovery in the Philippines” by Maria-Pia Negro Chin

Second Place
Rhode Island Catholic, “The Challenges of Living Behind the Wall in the West Bank” by Rick Snizek
N03d: BEST NEWS WRITING ORIGINATING WITH THE PAPER ON NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL EVENT: International Event, National Newspaper or Wire Service

First Place
National Catholic Reporter, “Coverage of Laudato Si’” by Joshua J. McElwee, Thomas Reese, Brian Roewe, Soli Salgado, and NCR Staff

Second Place
National Catholic Register, “Coverage of Nepal Earthquake” by Anto Akkara

Third Place

N04a: BEST INVESTIGATIVE/ANALYSIS NEWS WRITING: Investigative News Writing, Diocesan Newspaper

First Place
The Tablet, “Recovery in the Philippines” by Maria-Pia Negro Chin

Second Place
The Tidings, “A closer look at Central American immigration” by J.D. Long-Garcia

Third Place
Catholic Sentinel, “From industry to diverse bedroom communities” by Ed Langlois

N04b: BEST INVESTIGATIVE/ANALYSIS NEWS WRITING: Investigative News Writing, National Newspaper or Wire Service

First Place
National Catholic Reporter, “Yoder case extends to Notre Dame” by Soli Salgado

Second Place

Third Place
National Catholic Reporter, “Survey finds serious flaws in diocesan financial management” by Jack Ruhl

N04c: BEST INVESTIGATIVE/ANALYSIS NEWS WRITING: Best Analysis/Background/Round-Up News Writing: The Gerard E. Sherry Award for Diocesan Newspaper

First Place
The Tidings, “End-of-life care” by R.W. Dellinger, Clara Fox, J.D. Long-Garcia

Second Place
The Compass, “Role of religious sisters in health care” by Lisa Haefs

Third Place (Tie)
The Catholic Spirit, St. Paul, MN, “A year after Doe 1” by Maria Wiering

The Leaven, “Cellular Won” by Joe Bollig and Doug Hesse
Honorable Mention
*Catholic Herald, Archdiocese of Milwaukee,* “Called to serve” by Ricardo Torres

**N04d: BEST INVESTIGATIVE/ANALYSIS NEWS WRITING:** Best Analysis/Background/Round-Up New Writing: The Gerard E. Sherry Award for National Newspaper or Wire Service

**First Place**
Catholic News Service, “Cuba awaits Pope Francis” by Rhina Guidos

**Second Place**
*National Catholic Reporter,* “Analysis of gun violence” by Soli Salgado, Vinnie Rotondaro

**Third Place**
*The Catholic Register,* “Nostra Aetate opened Catholics to the world” by Michael Swan

**N05a: BEST IN-DEPTH NEWS/SPECIAL REPORTING:** Diocesan Newspaper

**First Place**
*Arlington Catholic Herald,* “Small lives, big heartbreak” by Katie Scott

**Second Place**
*Catholic Sentinel,* “Christianity and refugees in Jordan” by Ed Langlois

**Third Place**
*The Tidings,* “Dried up: Drought leaves farmers struggling” by R.W. Dellinger

**Honorable Mentions**
*Arlington Catholic Herald,* “Out of the shadows” by Katie Scott
*Arlington Catholic Herald,* “Organs are key” by Katie Scott

**N05b: BEST IN-DEPTH NEWS/SPECIAL REPORTING:** National Newspaper or Wire Service

**First Place**
*The Catholic Register,* “Special Report from Africa (three-part series)” by Michael Swan

**Second Place**
*The Catholic Register,* “Laudato Si” by Catholic Register Staff

**Third Place**
*National Catholic Reporter,* “What’s happening after coal?” by Brian Roewe
N06a: BEST EDITORIAL ON A LOCAL ISSUE: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
Catholic Herald, Archdiocese of Milwaukee, “Rotten ‘Eggs’ has no place in museum” by Maryangela Layman Román

Second Place
Catholic Herald, Diocese of Madison, “Protect pain-capable unborn children” by Mary C. Uhler

Third Place
The Catholic Messenger, “Patients in crisis need access to psychiatric care” by Barb Arland-Fye

N06b: BEST EDITORIAL ON A LOCAL ISSUE: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
The Criterion, “Amazing grace in the Palmetto State” by Mike Krokos

Second Place
St. Louis Review, “Proper justice starts with us” by Teak Phillips

N06c: BEST EDITORIAL ON A LOCAL ISSUE: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
Tennessee Register, “Defeat of Insure Tennessee a missed opportunity” by Andy Telli

Second Place
The Messenger, “Gospel People Must Act Against Human Slavery” by Liz Quirin

Third Place
Catholic Standard, “Death without dignity bills in Maryland and D.C” by Mark Zimmermann

Honorable Mention
Catholic Anchor, “‘Safe sex’ ideology doesn’t protect Alaskan women” by Joel Davidson

N06d: BEST EDITORIAL ON A LOCAL ISSUE: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
Catholic New York, “New Blight in Times Square” by Mary Ann Poust

Second Place
The A.D. Times, “Abortion and the eighth commandment” by Msgr. Andrew Baker

Third Place
Sooner Catholic, Archdiocese of Oklahoma City, “The Oklahoma City Bombing: Finding hope 20 years later” by Diane Clay

2016 Catholic Press Awards
N07a: BEST EDITORIAL ON A NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL ISSUE: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
*The Compass*, “More scary than Halloween” by Patricia Kasten

Second Place
*The Compass*, “Giving just a little respect” by Patricia Kasten

Third Place
*Arkansas Catholic*, “Religious freedom applies to Muslims” by Malea Hargett

N07b: BEST EDITORIAL ON A NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL ISSUE: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
*St. Louis Review*, “Immigration reform for the common good of all” by Joseph Kenny

Second Place
*Orange County Catholic*, “A firm heart without hatred” by Patrick Mott

Third Place
*The Criterion*, “Take a look inside ‘the waiting room’ at the issue of doctor-assisted suicide” by John F. Fink

N07c: BEST EDITORIAL ON A NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL ISSUE: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
*Catholic Anchor*, “The sting of death and power of live” by Joel Davidson

Second Place
*The Monitor*, “What can be done for the children?” by Rayanne Bennett

Third Place
*The Catholic Post*, “Thank you, Charleston, for your witness of mercy” by Thomas J. Dermody

N07d: BEST EDITORIAL ON A NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL ISSUE: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
*Catholic Star Herald*, “An Advent call to action on climate change” by Joanna Gardner

Second Place
*The Visitor*, “Decline in pope’s popularity rating isn’t all bad news” by Joe Towalski
N07e: BEST EDITORIAL ON A NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL ISSUE: National Newspaper

First Place
National Catholic Reporter, “Readers’ action required: Get behind common-sense agenda on guns” by NCR Editors

Second Place
National Catholic Reporter, “2015 could be the year we save the earth” by NCR Editors

Third Place
Our Sunday Visitor, “Unseemly Behavior” by OSV Editorial Board

N08a: BEST EDITORIAL PAGE OR EDITORIAL SECTION: Diocesan Newspaper

First Place
The Tablet

Second Place
The Catholic Transcript

Third Place
Catholic News Herald, “Viewpoints” by Patricia L. Guilfoyle

N09a: BEST FEATURE WRITING: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
The Catholic Sun, Syracuse, NY, “Merton speaks to us today: The ‘perennial wisdom’ of Trappist monk and spiritual writer Thomas Merton” by Renée K. Gadoua

Second Place
The Compass, “Photographer who captured iconic images of Archbishop Romero says Salvadorans know archbishop is a martyr” by Sam Lucero

Third Place
The Catholic Sun, Syracuse, NY “In new location, Samaritan Center will feed body and soul” by Katherine Long

Honorable Mentions

Intermountain Catholic, Diocese of Salt Lake City, “Relics of St. Sharbel to visit Utah’s Maronite parish” by Marie Mischel

The Catholic Sun, Syracuse, NY, “Our family in Philly: At the World Meeting of Families, the Denkenbergers grow in knowledge, love” by Katherine Long
N09b: BEST FEATURE WRITING: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
The Catholic Moment, “My name is Eva” by Caroline B. Mooney

Second Place
Orange County Catholic, “The father of the big bang” by Patrick Mott

Third Place
Orange County Catholic, “Rendering to Caesar” by Patrick Mott

Honorable Mentions
Orange County Catholic, “Faith and reason” by Lawrence Christon

The Leaven, “Cool Beans” by Jill Ragar Esfeld

N09c: BEST FEATURE WRITING: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
The Michigan Catholic, “A prayer in Detroit: Danny Thomas and the saint of hopeless causes” by Elizabeth Wong Barnstead

Second Place
The East Tennessee Catholic, “The Francis Effect” by Bill Brewer, Jim Wogan, Emily Booker, Marian Christiana, Rhetta Botts, Luis Gabriel Velasco, Suzanne Erpenbach

Third Place
Catholic Sentinel, “Families make financial sacrifices for Catholic schools” by Ed Langlois

Honorable Mentions
Catholic Standard, “Pope’s flower children” by Richard Szczepanowski

The Monitor, “For Francis: From depths of grief, Duddy family embraces faith and forgiveness” by Lois Rogers

N09d: BEST FEATURE WRITING: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
The Catholic Voice, “In Berkeley, evangelists take to the streets” by Michele Jurich

Second Place

Third Place

Honorable Mentions
Catholic New York, “Coach Coughlin’s Other Passion” by Ron Lajoie

The Catholic Transcript, “Teen's tragic death completes her bucket list” by Jack Sheedy
N09e: BEST FEATURE WRITING: National Newspaper or Wire Service

First Place
National Catholic Reporter, “Features of Selma march” by Paul Murray

Second Place
National Catholic Reporter, “Radiating with life” by Soli Salgado

Third Place
The Catholic Register, “Special report from Africa, Part 2: Hunger” by Michael Swan

Honorable Mention
Catholic News Service, “Hoping location is everything: Former street kids want pope to visit” by Cindy Wooden

The Catholic Register, “Chaplains help soldiers ease their pain” by Michael Swan

N10a: BEST PERSONALITY PROFILE: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
Catholic Herald, “Mom cares for ‘Messenger of God’” by Karen Anne Mahoney

Second Place
Catholic Herald, Diocese of Madison, “Fighting for the forgotten” by Kevin Wondrash

Third Place
The Compass, “He has the keys to a faithful life” by Sarah Bradford

N10b: BEST PERSONALITY PROFILE: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
Clarion Herald, “Their cup runneth over” by Beth Donze

Second Place
St. Louis Review, “The Matriarch of caregivers” by Jennifer Brinker

Third Place
The Leaven, “The Barnstormer” by By Joe Bollig

N10c: BEST PERSONALITY PROFILE: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
Catholic Anchor, “Saved from the devil & the bottle” by Tiffany Borges

Second Place
The Michigan Catholic, “Identified with Christ” by Michael Stechschulte

Third Place
Catholic Anchor, “Jesuit priest left lasting treasure for Alaska Natives” by Naomi Klouda
N10d: BEST PERSONALITY PROFILE: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
*Catholic Star Herald,* “A poet finds joy in both art and faith” by Carl Peters

Second Place
*Catholic Times,* “Oldest professed Springfield Dominican turns 100” by Diane Schlindwein

Third Place
*The Catholic Spirit,* St. Paul, MN, “Stricken by cancer, defined by faith” by Dave Hrbacek

N10e: BEST PERSONALITY PROFILE: National Newspaper or Wire Service

First Place
*The Catholic Register,* “Putting Christ into the community” by Michael Swan

Second Place
*Our Sunday Visitor,* “Living the Consecrated Life” by Jim Graves

Third Place
Catholic News Service, “All in a cardinal’s day: papal trip prep and presence with the poor” by Cindy Wooden

N11a: BEST REGULAR COLUMN: Culture, the Arts, and Leisure

First Place
*National Catholic Register,* “‘Movies’ Columns” by Steven D. Greydanus

Second Place
*National Catholic Reporter,* “‘Movies’ Columns” by Rose Pacatte

Third Place
*The Georgia Bulletin,* “Culture and the Church: Movies” by David A. King, Ph.D.

Honorable Mentions
*National Catholic Reporter,* “‘Movies’ Columns” by Antonio D. Sison

*The Tidings,* “The Crux” by Heather King

N11b: BEST REGULAR COLUMN: Spiritual Life

First Place
*National Catholic Register,* “Soul Seeing” by Michael Leach, Tom Smith, Patrick Jephson

Second Place
*National Catholic Register,* “In Depth’ Columns” by Rebecca Taylor
Third Place
Intermountain Catholic, Diocese of Salt Lake City, “Out with Thomas” by Marie Mischel

Honorable Mentions
Hawaii Catholic Herald, “In little ways” by Kathleen T. Choi

The Compass, “Foundations of Faith” by Patricia Kasten

N11c: BEST REGULAR COLUMN: Scripture
First Place
The Boston Pilot, “Moroney Columns” by Msgr. James P. Moroney

Second Place
The Tablet, “Sunday’s Scriptures” by Father Jean-Pierre M. Ruiz

Third Place
The Florida Catholic, Palm Beach, “Sunday Word Columns” by Father Brian Campbell

Honorable Mention
The Evangelist, “Good News for Kids” by Kate Blain

N11d: BEST REGULAR COLUMN: General Commentary
First Place
Southern Cross, “Commentary” by Mary Hood Hart

Second Place
The Catholic Register, “The Church on the Street” by Deacon Robert Kinghorn

Third Place
St. Louis Review, “An Editor's Life” by Teak Phillips

N11e: BEST REGULAR COLUMN: Family Life
First Place
Orange County Catholic, “Catholic Family Life” by Cathi Douglas, Meg Waters, Leslie Berkman

Second Place
National Catholic Reporter, “Musick Nessbaum Columns” by Melissa Musick Nussbaum

Third Place
Arlington Catholic Herald, “Opinion & Editorial Columns” by Elizabeth Foss
N12a: BEST REPORTING ON SPECIAL AGE GROUP: Children and Teens Younger than 18

First Place
*The Catholic Accent,* “Our youth are our church” by Elizabeth Fazzini, Mary Seamans, Val Rodell

Second Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald,* “The sweet life” by Mary Witko, Ashleigh Buyers

Third Place
*St. Louis Review,* “Priest’ for a day” by Dave Luecking

Honorable Mention
*The Catholic Spirit, St. Paul, MN,* “Too young to drive, but smart enough for college” by Dave Hrbacek

N12b: BEST REPORTING ON SPECIAL AGE GROUP: Young Adults (Age 18-40)

First Place
*Hawaii Catholic Herald,* “Mana’olana: For the young adult Catholic”

Second Place
*Arkansas Catholic,* “15 Catholic young adults who inspire us” by Aprille Hanson, Fran Presley, Maryanne Meyerriecks, Alesia Schaefer

Third Place
*Clarion Herald,* “Shared sacrifice is one couple's answer to child care” by Peter Finney Jr.

Honorable Mentions
*Catholic Standard,* “Light the City: Catholics bring light of Christ to D.C. streets at first Light the City event” by Zoey Di Mauro, Jaclyn Lippelmann

*The Catholic Register,* “Studying death to appreciate life” by Evan Boudreau

N12c: BEST REPORTING ON SPECIAL AGE GROUP: Senior Citizens

First Place
*St. Louis Review,* “The Matriarch of caregivers” by Jennifer Brinker

Second Place
*The Catholic Spirit, St. Paul, MN,* “At 102, St. Thomas Academy's 'Prof Brown' isn't short on memories” by Bob Zyskowski

Third Place
*The Catholic Voice,* “Delivering the Good News on Sunday afternoons” by Michele Jurich
N13a: BEST PHOTO STORY ORIGINATING WITH A NEWSPAPER: News Photo Story
First Place
*The Visitor*, “Becoming Catholic” by Dianne Towalski

Second Place
*Idaho Catholic Register*, “Bishop’s Installation” by Loretta Gossi, Ann Bixby, Michael Brown

Third Place
*Catholic Standard*, “Walking with Mary: Pilgrims journey to National Shrine in honor of Our Lady of Guadalupe” by Jaclyn Lippelmann

Honorable Mention
*The A.D. Times*, “Holy Week” by John Simitz, Ed Koskey, Tara Connolly, Marcus Schneck, Jill Caravan

N13b: BEST PHOTO STORY ORIGINATING WITH A NEWSPAPER: Feature Photo Story
First Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald*, “Night in Bethlehem” by Joe Cashwell

Second Place
*The Evangelist*, “The Cast of Christmas” by Nate Whitchurch

Third Place
*Catholic New York*, “Holy Week Begins” by Chris Sheridan

N13c: BEST PHOTO STORY ORIGINATING WITH A NEWSPAPER: Sports Photo Story
First Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald*, “Cardinals make a big splash” by Joe Cashwell

Second Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald*, “Beautiful day on the water” by Joe Cashwell

Third Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald*, “Right through the uprights” by Joe Cashwell

N14a: BEST PHOTOGRAPH: Best Feature Photo
First Place
*The Catholic Miscellany*, “Blessing all God’s creatures” by Jeff Blake

Second Place
*The Visitor*, “Journey with Jesus” by Paul Middlestaedt

Third Place
*St. Louis Review*, “Procession incense” by Teak Phillips

Honorable Mention
*Sooner Catholic, Archdiocese of Oklahoma City*, “Father Boniface and His Chickens, Saint Gregory’s Abbey” by Theresa Bragg
N14b: BEST PHOTOGRAPH: Best General News Photo

First Place
*Catholic New World,* “Grandmother grieves over abandoned baby’s casket” by Karen Callaway

Second Place
*The Catholic Register,* “Africa’s forgotten refugees” by Michael Swan

Third Place
*St. Louis Review,* “Papal incense” by Teak Phillips

Honorable Mentions
*Arlington Catholic Herald,* “Bishop opens the Holy Door” by Dave Borowski
*Catholic New York,* “The Papal Mass” by Mary DiBiase Blaich

N14c: BEST PHOTOGRAPH: Best Portrait

First Place
*Catholic Standard,* “Brushes with the saints: For artist Nicole Bourgea, painting saints offers a journey of faith” by Jaclyn Lippelmann

Second Place
*The Catholic Register,* “Motherhood: A global celebration” by Moussa Faddoul

Third Place
*Tennessee Register,* “Sister Suzanne Stalm, RSM, celebrates golden jubilee” by Andy Telli

N14d: BEST PHOTOGRAPH: Best Scenic, Still-Life, or Weather Photo

First Place
*St. Louis Review,* “Freezing Fish Fry” by Teak Phillips

Second Place
*Catholic News Service,* “Memorial Day” by Nancy Wiechec

Third Place
*The Catholic Miscellany,* “Encyclical on creation” by Deirdre C. Mays

N14e: BEST PHOTOGRAPH: Best Photo-Illustration

First Place
*Catholic Courier,* “Priestly silhouette” by Mike Crupi

Second Place
*The Catholic Register,* “Can Pope’s plea save the planet?” by Lucy Barco

Third Place
*The Catholic Miscellany,* “Marriage - The Church still stands” by Deirdre C. Mays
N14f: BEST PHOTOGRAPH: Best Sports Photo
First Place
The A.D. Times, “On the floor” by Ed Koskey

Second Place
Clarion Herald, “Flying handoff” by Ron Brocato

Third Place
Clarion Herald, “Thrill of victory” by Ron Brocato

N15a: BEST MULTIPLE PICTURE PACKAGE ORIGINATING WITH A NEWSPAPER: News Package
First Place
Tennessee Register, “Papal Visit” by Rick Musacchio

Second Place
The Tidings, “Dried up: Drought leaves farmers struggling” by John Rueda

Third Place
The Evangelist, “Hugs for a new Father” by Nate Whitchurch, Rev. Rick Lesser

Honorable Mentions
Catholic Standard, “Light the City: Catholics bring the light of Christ to D.C. streets” by Jaclyn Lippelmann

Clarion Herald, “Bishop Cheri Mass coverage” by Frank J. Methe, Christine Bordelon, Beth Donze, Peter Finney Jr.

N15b: BEST MULTIPLE PICTURE PACKAGE ORIGINATING WITH A NEWSPAPER: Feature Package
First Place
St. Louis Review, “Matriarch of caregivers” by Lisa Johnston

Second Place
Catholic Courier, “Youths perform living stations” by Mike Crupi

Third Place
Catholic Standard, “Open hearts and open doors, as religious mark special year” by Jaclyn Lippelmann

Honorable Mentions

The Leaven, “The Newbie” by Jim Sovanski

2016 Catholic Press Awards
N15c: BEST MULTIPLE PICTURE PACKAGE ORIGINATING WITH A NEWSPAPER: Sports Package

First Place
St. Louis Review, “Souls and Goals, in the rain” by Lisa Johnston

Second Place
The Leaven, “Say it Ain't So, St. Joe” by Lori Wood Habiger, Joe Msorley, Todd Habiger

Third Place
Arlington Catholic Herald, “A razor-thin win” by Gerald Martineau

Honorable Mentions
Catholic New York, “Good Cheer!” by Mary DiBiase Blaich

The Leaven, “Are You Ready for Some Football?” by Doug Hesse, Lori Wood Habiger, Julie Anderson, Diana Luppens, Eric Powell

N16a: BEST USE OF ART OR GRAPHICS: Best Use of Art or Graphics

First Place
The Catholic Miscellany, “Looking back on 2014” by Caroline Lindsey

Second Place
Arlington Catholic Herald, “10 green gifts” by Stacy Rausch, Katie Scott

Third Place
The Catholic Miscellany, “7 things to love about Catholic schools” by Caroline Lindsey

N16b: BEST USE OF ART OR GRAPHICS: Best Original Illustration

First Place
Arlington Catholic Herald, “Three Kings” by Ashleigh Buyers

Second Place
The Leaven, “Laudato Si’” by Todd Habiger

Third Place
FaithLife Newspaper, “Bishop logs miles” by David Solberg, Rich Papalia

N16c: BEST USE OF ART OR GRAPHICS: Best Chart or Information Graphic

First Place
Denver Catholic, “CO-4-Kids” by Filippo Piccone, Andrew Wright, Karna Swanson

Second Place
The Compass, “Instagram facts in a flash” by Donna Mleziva & Samantha Pallini

Third Place
The Georgia Bulletin, “Lent by the numbers” by Michael Alexander, Thomas Schulte

Honorable Mention
The Catholic Register, “World Catholic population 5-year growth” by Lucy Barco
N17: MOST EFFECTIVE USE OF SMALL SPACE

First Place
*FaithLife Newspaper*, “Clock Repair” by Elizabeth Butterfield

Second Place
*Catholic New York*, “Family Life/Respect Life Welcome Pope Francis” by Leah Bossio

Third Place
*Catholic Star Herald*, “DuBois Funeral” by Tom O'Shea

N18: BEST HEADLINE

First Place
*The Leaven*, “Cellular Won” by Anita McSorley

Second Place
*Idaho Catholic Register*, “Scrambled eggheads: From academics to advocacy” by Loretta Gossi, Ann Bixby, Michael Brown

Third Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald*, “If you fry it, they will come” by Ashleigh Buyers

Honorable Mentions
*Idaho Catholic Register*, “Pols in a pickle when pope comes to preach” by Loretta Gossi, Ann Bixby, Michael Brown

*Idaho Catholic Register*, “It’s not the Trinity, it’s the parking” by Loretta Gossi, Ann Bixby, Michael Brown

N19a: BEST SUPPLEMENT OR SPECIAL ISSUE: Best Regular Special Supplement

First Place

Second Place
*The Boston Pilot* “Vocations Best Regular Special Supplement”

Third Place
*The Catholic Review* “Catholic Schools Week 2015” by The Catholic Review Staff

Honorable Mentions
*Arlington Catholic Herald*, “Graduation” by Arlington Catholic Herald Staff

*Catholic Standard*, “Class of 2015: Catholic school graduates share their stories” by Catholic Standard Staff

2016 Catholic Press Awards
N19b: BEST SUPPLEMENT OR SPECIAL ISSUE: Best One-Time Special Issue

First Place
*Catholic Standard,* “Welcome to Washington, Pope Francis!” by Catholic Standard Staff

Second Place
CatholicPhilly.com, “Philadelphia Welcomes Pope Francis” by CatholicPhilly.com Staff and Contributors

Third Place
*Our Sunday Visitor,* “An American Encounter” by OSV Staff

Honorable Mentions
*The Catholic Register,* “Africa: Hunger” by Catholic Register Staff
*The Catholic Review,* “Francis in America Pre-Coverage” by The Catholic Review Staff

N19c: BEST SUPPLEMENT OR SPECIAL ISSUE: Best Special Supplement on a Bishop's Transition

First Place
*The Catholic Accent,* “Serve the Lord with Gladness - Bishop Edward C. Malesic” by Nancy Balfe, Colleen Pollock, Maria Guzzo, Bill Hill, Mary Seamans, Beth Tallentire, Val Rodell, Jerry Zufelt

Second Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald,* “Bishop's anniversary” by Arlington Catholic Herald Staff

Third Place
*The Tidings,* “Good Shepherds"

N20: BEST SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT OR SPECIAL ISSUE WITH ADVERTISING EMPHASIS

First Place
*Our Sunday Visitor,* “The Wait is Over” by OSV Staff

Second Place
*The Compass,* “Faith That Works” by Jeff Kurowski & Amy Kawula

Third Place
*The Compass,* “Death & Dying section” by Jeff Kurowski & Amy Kawula

N21a: BEST SPORTS JOURNALISM: Sports News

First Place
*Tennessee Register,* “Ryan, Pearl communities celebrate historic game” by Andy Telli

Second Place
*The Compass,* “Guided by faith” by Jeff Kurowski

Third Place
*The Criterion,* “Inspired by parent’s battle with cancer, Brebeuf girls’ soccer team comes together to win state title” by John Shaughnessy
N21b: BEST SPORTS JOURNALISM: Sports Feature
First Place
*The Catholic Spirit, St. Paul, MN,* “Jordan Roberts: SJV ball carrier, faith warrior” by Dave Hrbacek

Second Place
*The Leaven,* “Dream On” by Todd Habiger

Third Place
*The Texas Catholic,* “Faith on the line: Dallas Cowboys Zack Martin” by Cathy Harasta

Honorable Mention
*Catholic Herald, Archdiocese of Milwaukee,* “NBA coach finds family, faith a winning combination” by Maryangela Layman Román

N22: BEST SEASONAL ISSUE
First Place
*The Catholic Register,* “Christmas 2015” by Catholic Register Staff

Second Place
*The Catholic Post,* “Last Things: A Catholic perspective on grief, death and new life (All Saints/All Souls Day section)” by Jennifer Willems

Third Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald,* “Christmas” by Arlington Catholic Herald Staff

Honorable Mentions
*Catholic Standard,* “The Easter journey to new life in Christ” by Catholic Standard Staff
*The Georgia Bulletin,* “Eucharistic Congress 2015” by Georgia Bulletin staff

N23a: BEST COVERAGE OF A ROUTINE, SACRAMENTAL EVENT: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less
First Place
*The Observer,* “Be Reconciled again draws people to confession” by Amanda Hudson, Pat Szpekowski, Tony Carton, Margarita Mendoza

N23b: BEST COVERAGE OF A ROUTINE, SACRAMENTAL EVENT: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more
First Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald,* “Carrying Christ” by Katie Scott

Second Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald,* “In service to the church” by Julia Willis, Joe Cashwell

Third Place
*St. Louis Review,* “Mysterium tremendum” by Jennifer Brinker and Lisa Johnston
N23c: BEST COVERAGE OF A ROUTINE, SACRAMENTAL EVENT: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place  
*Catholic Sentinel,* “Joining Church is a family affair for some” by Kristen Hannum

Second Place  
*Hawaii Catholic Herald,* “Family-style evangelization” by Darlene J.M. Dela Cruz

Third Place  
*The Dialog,* “Welcoming 200 people called to be Catholics” by Mike Lang and Gary Morton

N23d: BEST COVERAGE OF A ROUTINE, SACRAMENTAL EVENT: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place  
*Catholic San Francisco,* “Once-homeless convert sponsors another, one year later” by Christina Gray

Second Place  
*The Georgia Bulletin,* “Deaf child receives first Communion after first full ASL preparation” by Nichole Golden

Third Place  
*The Catholic Spirit, St. Paul, MN* “U of M parish to usher 17 into Church at Easter” by Dave Hrbacek

Honorable Mention  
*The Catholic Miscellany,* “The fronds and foliage of Palm Sunday” by Amy Wise Taylor, Caroline Lindsey

N24: BEST COVERAGE OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY ISSUES

First Place  
*The Catholic Register,* “This judge gets it” “Loyola’s victory” and “Equal platform” by Jim O’Leary

Second Place  
*National Catholic Register,* “Coverage of Religious Liberty Issues” by Michael Caspino, Brian Fraga, Joan Frawley Desmond

Third Place  
*The Catholic Sun, Phoenix, AZ,* “Defending Religious Freedom” by Ambria Hammel, Joyce Coronel, Mick Welsh, Tony Gutiérrez
N28a: BEST COVERAGE OF VOCATIONS TO PRIESTHOOD, RELIGIOUS LIFE OR DIACONATE:
Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
*The Compass*, “Priest Jubilees” by Staff

Second Place
*The Catholic Free Press*, “Servant of the Lord” by Tanya Connor, William T. Clew

Third Place
*Arkansas Catholic*, “Vocations 2015: Called to prayer, service and joy” by Staff

Honorable Mentions
*Catholic Herald, Archdiocese of Milwaukee*, “Pediatrician to save souls instead of bodies” by Maryangela Layman Román

*North Country Catholic*, “Wake Up the World” by Mary Lou Kilian and Staff

N28b: BEST COVERAGE OF VOCATIONS TO PRIESTHOOD, RELIGIOUS LIFE OR DIACONATE:
Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald*, “In service to the church” by Julia Willis, Joe Cashwell

Second Place
*The Evangelist*, “Bishop reflects on first year” by Kate Blain

Third Place
*The Tablet*, “Ordination to the Priesthood” by

Honorable Mentions
*Rhode Island Catholic*, “PC Grad Who Met Pope Francis Now Pursues His Own Vocation” by Lauren Clem

*The Evangelist*, “Newest priest galloped into vocation” by Kate Blain

N28c: BEST COVERAGE OF VOCATIONS TO PRIESTHOOD, RELIGIOUS LIFE OR DIACONATE: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
*Tennessee Register*, “Dominicans bring varied experiences to convent” by Theresa Laurence

Second Place
*The Monitor*, “Lives of Faith” by Mary Stadnyk, EmmaLee Italia, Dubravka Cortese, Lois Rogers, and Staff of the Trenton Monitor

Third Place
*The Florida Catholic, Palm Beach*, “Who’s Who in the Catholic Church” by Jim Davis
Honorables Mencion
*The U.P. Catholic*, “Priests offer diversity to community” by Carol Hollenbeck

**N28d: BEST COVERAGE OF VOCATIONS TO PRIESTHOOD, RELIGIOUS LIFE OR DIACONATE: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more**

**First Place**
*The Catholic Spirit, St. Paul, MN*, “Ordination: A priest forever” by The Catholic Spirit Staff

**Second Place**
*Catholic Courier*, “Vocations and Milestones” by Staff

**Third Place**
*The Catholic Review*, “Pastors' Absence” by Paul McMullen, Karen Osborne

**Honorable Mentions**
*Catholic News Herald*, “Vocations: Following the Way of Christ” by Catholic News Herald

*The Florida Catholic, Orlando*, “Priest Jubilarians” by Florida Catholic Staff

**N28e: BEST COVERAGE OF VOCATIONS TO PRIESTHOOD, RELIGIOUS LIFE OR DIACONATE:**

**National Newspaper**

**First Place**
*The Catholic Register*, “Call to Service” by Catholic Register Staff

**Second Place**
*The Catholic Register*, “Coverage of Vocations to Priesthood” by Evan Boudreau

**N29: BEST COVERAGE OF IMMIGRATION**

**First Place**
Catholic News Service, “Middle East Immigration” by Brooke Anderson, Dale Gavlak, Doreen Abi Raad, Dalia Khamissy

**Second Place**
Catholic News Service, “Migrants in Honduras” by Paul Jeffrey

**Third Place**
*National Catholic Reporter*, “Coverage of Immigration” by Megan Sweas, Claire Schaeffer-Duffy, Dan Stockman

**Honorable Mentions**
*Arlington Catholic Herald*, “Coverage of Immigration” by Dave Borowski, Pauline Hovey

*The Catholic Spirit, St. Paul, MN*, “Coverage of Immigration” by Bob Zyskowski and Jessica Trygstad

2016 Catholic Press Awards
N30: BEST REGULAR COLUMN BY A BISHOP OR ARCHBISHOP
First Place
Sooner Catholic, Archdiocese of Oklahoma City, “Columns by Archbishop Paul S. Coakley” by Archbishop Paul S. Coakley

Second Place
Catholic New York, “Lord, To Whom Shall We Go?” by Cardinal Timothy M. Dolan

Third Place
The Observer, “Bishop David J. Malloy” by Bishop David J. Malloy

N31: BEST ONLINE PRESENTATION OF MULTIMEDIA VISUALS
First Place
Orange County Catholic, “Stephanie’s journey” by Kimberly Porrazzo

Second Place
Denver Catholic, “30 Hours” by Andrew Wright, Karna Swanson, Julie Filby

Third Place
Orange County Catholic, “2015 Trinity League Football Rivalry: Mater Dei vs. Servite” by Kimberly Porrazzo

N32: BEST NEWSPAPER WEBSITE
First Place
The Leaven, “theleaven.org” by Katie Hyde, Libby Hyde, Darin Hansen

Second Place
The Catholic Review, “CatholicReview.org”

Third Place
The Texas Catholic, “TexasCatholic.com”

N34: BEST EXPLANATION OF THE CHURCH’S POSITION ON MARRIAGE
First Place
The Catholic Messenger, “Marriage in the church” by Barb Arland-Fye, Anne Marie Amacher, Lindsay Steele

Second Place
Catholic Anchor, “Explanation of the Church’s Position on Marriage” by Mindy Goorchenko, Patricia Coll Freeman, Peter Knox

Third Place
Our Sunday Visitor, “Explanation of the Church’s Position on Marriage” by Archbishop Joseph E. Kurtz, OSV Editorial Board, Gretchen R. Crowe

2016 Catholic Press Awards
N35: BEST COVERAGE OF LOCAL POLITICS

First Place
*The Tidings,* “Coverage of SB 128: Physician-assisted suicide” by R.W. Dellinger, J.D. Long-Garcia

Second Place
*Orange County Catholic,* “Coverage of End of Life Option Act SB 128” by Cathi Douglas

Third Place
*Catholic Standard,* “Coverage of assisted suicide bill in Maryland” by Richard Szczepanowski

Honorable Mention
*The Tablet,* “Coverage of Local Politics” by Ed Wilkinson and Maria-Pia Negro Chin

N36a: GENERAL EXCELLENCE: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
*The Compass* by Staff

Second Place
*The Boston Pilot*

Third Place
*Catholic Herald, Diocese of Madison* by Staff

Honorable Mentions
*The Message* by Tim Lilley, Mary Ann Hughes, Sheila Barclay, Diane Csukas, Ruth Bandas
*Catholic Herald, Archdiocese of Milwaukee* by Staff

N36b: GENERAL EXCELLENCE: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald* by Staff

Second Place
*Catholic Voice* by Staff

Third Place
*St. Louis Review* by Staff

Honorable Mentions
*The Leaven* by Father Mark Goldasich, Anita McSorley, Todd Habiger, Joe Bollig, Moira Cullings, Beth Blankenship

*The Tablet*
N36c: GENERAL EXCELLENCE: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
The Monitor by Staff

Second Place
Catholic Standard by Staff

Third Place
The Catholic Post by Staff

N36d: GENERAL EXCELLENCE: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
Catholic New York by Staff

Second Place
The Catholic Spirit, St. Paul, MN by Staff

Third Place (Tie)
Sooner Catholic, Archdiocese of Oklahoma City by Archbishop Paul S. Coakley, Diane Clay, Brianna Osborne

The Catholic Voice “The Catholic Voice” by Staff

Honorable Mentions
The Southern Cross Newspaper, San Diego by Rev. Charles Fuld, Denis Grasska, Lucas Turnbloom

The Visitor by Staff

N36e: GENERAL EXCELLENCE: National Newspaper

First Place
National Catholic Reporter by NCR Staff and Contributors

Second Place
Our Sunday Visitor by OSV Staff

Third Place
The Catholic Register by Staff

Honorable Mentions
Catholic Health World by Judy VandeWater, Julie Minda, Betsy Taylor, Les Stock

National Catholic Register by Jeanette DeMelo, Thomas Wehner, Thomas McFeely, Amy Smith, Melissa Hartog
N37b: BEST COVERAGE OF THE 2015 SYNOD ON THE FAMILY: National Newspaper or Wire Service

First Place
*National Catholic Reporter*, “Coverage of 2015 Synod on Family” by Joshua J. McElwee, Don Lambert

Second Place
*The Catholic Register*, “Synod on the Family” by Michael Swan

Third Place
*Our Sunday Visitor*, “Coverage of 2015 Synod on Family” by Austen Ivereigh, OSV Editorial Board


First Place
Catholic News Service, “Synod considerations” by Cindy Wooden, Robert Duncan, Paul Haring

Second Place
Catholic News Service, “Synod issues” by Cindy Wooden, Robert Duncan, Paul Haring

Third Place
Catholic News Service, “Synod family challenges” by Carol Glatz, Paul Haring

N40: BEST REDESIGN

First Place
*The Leaven* by Todd Habiger

Second Place
*The Catholic Accent* by Mary Seamans, Val Rodell

Third Place
*Denver Catholic*, “Denver Catholic” by Karna Swanson, David Hazen, Filippo Piccone, Andrew Wright, Michael O'Neill

Honorable Mentions
*The Boston Pilot*

*The U.P. Catholic* by Jamie Carter, Deacon Steve Gretzinger, Sheila Wickenheiser, Bishop John Doerfler, John Fee, Ed Henninger

N41b: BEST COVERAGE OF THE YEAR OF MERCY: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
*The Record Newspaper*, “Year of Mercy” by Marnie McAllister, Jessica Able

Second Place
*The Tablet*, “Coverage of the Year of Mercy” by Bishop Nicholas DiMarzio, Ed Wilkinson, Marie Elena Giossi, Antonina Zielinska and Maria-Pia Negro Chin
Third Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald,* “Our Holy Door; Spiritual, Corporal Works of Mercy, Parishes ‘make mercy our paradigm’” by Dave Borowski, Ashleigh Buyers, Katie Scott

**N41c: BEST COVERAGE OF THE YEAR OF MERCY: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less**

First Place
*Catholic Sentinel,* “‘Great river of mercy,’” “Mercy for the homeless” and “Jubilee of Mercy opens” by Staff

Second Place
*Catholic Standard,* “Year of Mercy Coverage” by Jaclyn Lippelmann, Richard Szczepanowski, Mark Zimmermann

Third Place
*The Catholic Spirit, Diocese of Metuchen, NJ,* “The Year of Mercy” by The Catholic Spirit Staff

**N41d: BEST COVERAGE OF THE YEAR OF MERCY: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more**

First Place
*The Catholic Spirit, St. Paul, MN,* “Coverage of the Year of Mercy” by The Catholic Spirit staff and Father Michael Van Sloun

**N41e: BEST COVERAGE OF THE YEAR OF MERCY: National Newspaper or Wire Service**

First Place
*Our Sunday Visitor,* “Coverage of the Year of Mercy” by Austen Ivereigh, Emily Stimpson, OSV Editorial Board

Second Place
Catholic News Service, “Holy Year of Mercy” by Cindy Wooden, Paul Haring

Third Place
Catholic News Service, “Year of Mercy” by Carol Glatz, Paul Haring

**N42a: BEST COVERAGE OF THE PAPAL VISIT TO CUBA AND THE U.S.: Diocesan Newspaper**

First Place
*The Florida Catholic, Palm Beach,* “Papal Coverage, Oct. 9, 2015” by Linda Reeves, Jean Gonzalez, Ana Rodriguez-Soto, Laura Dodson, Angelique Ruhi-Lopez

Second Place
*The Tablet,* “Coverage of the Papal Visit to Cuba and the U.S.” by Bishop Nicholas DiMarzio, Austen Ivereigh and Ed Wilkinson

Third Place
*Catholic Standard,* “Coverage of the Papal Visit to Cuba and the U.S.” by Mark Zimmermann, Richard Szczepanowski, Jaclyn Lippelmann, Paul Fetters, Leslie Kossoff

2016 Catholic Press Awards
Honorable Mentions
*Catholic New York,* “An Unforgettable First Visit” by Ron Lajoie, Mary Ann Poust, John Woods

*Rhode Island Catholic,* “From White House to Main Street, Pope's Visit a Major Inspiration to Americans” by Rick Snizek, Lauren Clem

N42b: BEST COVERAGE OF THE PAPAL VISIT TO CUBA AND THE U.S.: National Newspaper or Wire Service

First Place
*Our Sunday Visitor,* “Coverage of Papal Visit to Cuba and the U.S.” by Russell Shaw, OSV Staff

Second Place
*National Catholic Reporter,* “Coverage of Papal Visit to Cuba and the U.S.” by NCR staff, Alice Popovici, Dennis Coday

Third Place
*The Catholic Register,* “Pope in the U.S.” by Michael Swan

N43a: BEST COVERAGE OF THE WORLD MEETING OF FAMILIES: Diocesan Newspaper

First Place
*The East Tennessee Catholic,* “The Francis Effect” by Bishop Richard F. Stika, Cardinal Justin Rigali, Bill Brewer, Jim Wogan, Dan McWilliams, Emily Booker, Marian Christiana, Rhetta Botts, Suzanna Pickering, Luis Gabriel Velasco, Suzanne Erpenbach

Second Place
*CatholicPhilly.com,* “World Meeting of Families in Philadelphia” by Matthew Gambino, Michael Nevadomski, Elena Perri

N43b: BEST COVERAGE OF THE WORLD MEETING OF FAMILIES: National Newspaper or Wire Service

First Place
*Catholic News Service,* “World Meeting of Families” by Laura Ieraci, David Sedeno, Carley Mossbrook, Sarah Webb

Second Place
*Our Sunday Visitor,* “Coverage of the World Meeting of Families” by Eric Banecker, Archbishop Charles J. Chaput

N44a: BEST COVERAGE OF THE YEAR OF CONSECRATED LIFE: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less

First Place
*The Compass,* “Year of Consecrated Life series” by Staff

Second Place
*Intermountain Catholic, Diocese of Salt Lake City,* “Coverage of the Year of Consecrated Life” by Marie Mischel, Gary Topping, Christine Young
Third Place
*The Catholic Free Press*, “God-Centered,” “Sacred History” and “Bro Ro No Mo” by Patricia O’Connell, Tanya Connor, William T. Clew

Honorable Mention
*Catholic Herald, Diocese of Madison*, “Reflections on Religious Life” by Abbot Marcel Rooney

**N44b: BEST COVERAGE OF THE YEAR OF CONSECRATED LIFE: Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more**

First Place
*The Tidings*, “Consecrated life in L.A.” by R.W. Dellinger, Brenda Rees, Michael Wahle

Second Place
*Arlington Catholic Herald*, “A praying heart in the diocese,” “Holy stewards of the Earth” and “St. Paul’s mission with new media” by Ashleigh Buyers

Third Place
*The Record Newspaper*, “Year of Consecrated Life” by Marnie McAllister, Jessica Able

Honorable Mentions
*Clarion Herald*, “Coverage of Year of Consecrated Life” by Beth Donze

*Rhode Island Catholic*, “Mercy Sisters Have Provided More Than 160 Years of Compassion in Diocese” by Lauren Clem

**N44c: BEST COVERAGE OF THE YEAR OF CONSECRATED LIFE: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,000 or less**

First Place
*Tennessee Register*, “Coverage of Year of Consecrated Life” by Theresa Laurence, Andy Telli

Second Place
*Catholic Sentinel*, “Prayer, work: The life of Carmelites” by Jon DeBellis, Kristen Hannum, Ed Langlois

Third Place
*Catholic Standard*, “Open hearts and open doors, as religious mark special year; Heart of the Church” by Jaclyn Lippelmann, Mark Zimmermann, Zoey Di Mauro

Honorable Mentions
*The Monitor*, “Profiles in Consecrated Life” by Staff of the Trenton Monitor

*Our Northland Diocese*, “Special Series: Year of Consecrated Life” by Katrina Genereux, OND, Janelle Gergen, OND
N44d: BEST COVERAGE OF THE YEAR OF CONSECRATED LIFE: Non-Weekly Diocesan Newspaper, Circulation 25,001 or more

First Place
The Visitor, “Consecrated Life coverage” by Kristi Anderson, Dianne Towalski

Second Place
The Catholic Transcript, “The Catholic Transcript” by Jack Sheedy, Mary Chalupsky, John Burger, Sister Dolores Liptak RSM, Alexandria Faiz, Karen O. Bray

Third Place
The Catholic Spirit, St. Paul, MN, “Coverage of the Year of Consecrated Life” by Jessica Trygstad and Dave Hrbacek

Honorable Mentions
The Catholic Accent, “Sisters in the Diocese of Greensburg” by Colleen Pollock, Mary Seamans

The Catholic Voice, “Year of Consecrated Life,” “Carmeliltes” and “Vietnam” by Staff
Spanish Language Division

S01a: BEST NEWS WRITING: Local/Regional Event
First Place
*El Pregonero*, “Todos tenemos la misma dignidad” by Andrea Acosta

Second Place
*Nuestra Voz*, “¡Hasta siempre padre Tomás!” by Marietha Góngora

Third Place
*Nuestra Voz*, “La devoción a una Santa India en Queens” by Marie Elena Giossi

S01b: BEST NEWS WRITING: National/International Event
First Place
*El Centinela*, “Colectivo ‘Somos 43 Solidarios’” by Rocío Rios

Second Place
*El Pueblo Católico*, “Los frutos de los mártires misioneros en Perú” by Lara Montoya

Third Place
*El Pregonero*, “Misioneros carismáticos en El Salvador” by Andrea Acosta

S02: BEST FEATURE STORY
First Place
*Revista Maryknoll*, “Sanando Haití” by Gabriela Romeri

Second Place
*Nuestra Voz*, “Manos milagrosas y un ‘arte hecho a palo’” by Marietha Góngora

Third Place
*El Pregonero*, “Quiero que sigan mis pasos” by Andrea Acosta

S03: BEST EDITORIAL PAGE
First Place
*El Católico de Rhode Island*, “El Papa Francisco y el demonio,” “El Papa Francisco en Estados Unidos,” and “¿Es Francisco un Papa liberal?” by Silvio Cuellar, Sara Perin-Monterroso, Luis Peralta

Second Place
*El Centinela*, “Centinela que apoya eventos” by Rocío Rios

Third Place
*El Pregonero*, “Best Editorial Page” by Cardenal Donald Wuerl, Papa Francisco, Rafael Roncal
S04a: BEST COLUMN: General Commentary

First Place
*The Valley Catholic*, “Mujeres en la Frontera” by Brenda Nettles Riojas

Second Place
*Catholic News Service*, “Buscando Vida” by Moises Sandoval

Third Place
*El Centinela*, “Ver al Papa fue una gran bendición” by Rocío Rios

Honorable Mention
*El Pregonero*, “Miren a sus ancestros,” “Trabajo. Familia. Educación.” and “Liderazgo de la misericordia” by Rafael Roncal

S04b: BEST COLUMN: Spiritual Life

First Place
*Sooner Catholic, Archdiocese of Oklahoma City*, “Una serie en la misa católica” by Pedro A. Moreno

Second Place
*Nuestra Voz*, “Donde está la crisis...” “Motivación e inspiración” and “Tú eres el mejor regalo” by David Bisono

Third Place
*Northwest Catholic*, “Semillas de la Palabra” by Mauricio Perez

Honorable Mention
*El Católico de Rhode Island*, “El Rincón de la Familia” by Silvio Cuéllar

S04c: BEST COLUMN: Scripture

First Place
*Nuestra Voz*, “Visión de Isaías,” “La alianza de los animales partidos” and “El viaje a Damasco” by Rafael Domingo, EdD

Second Place
*Idaho Catholic Register*, “El Evangelio” by Padre Enrique Terriquez

S04e: BEST COLUMN: Culture, the Arts, and Leisure

First Place
*Nuestra Voz*, “Domínguez-López Columns” by Jorge I. Domínguez-López

Second Place
*El Pregonero*, “Origen del ajedrez,” “Importancia del bilingüismo” and “ajedrez ayuda a la familia” by Fernando Moreno

2016 Catholic Press Awards
**S05: BEST PERSONALITY PROFILE**

**First Place**
*Revista Maryknoll, “Un lugar para ti en Haití” by Gabriela Romeri*

**Second Place**
*Nuestra Voz, “Sure We Can, más que un lema, una gran cooperativa” by Darío López Capera*

**Third Place**
*Revista Maryknoll, “Ser un hermano para otros” by Giovana Soria*

**S06: BEST IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS**

**First Place**
*El Mensajero Católico, “La Pobreza” by Annette Jiménez and Amy Kotlarz*

**Second Place**
*El Pueblo Católico, “¿Qué pensar sobre la pena de muerte?” by Barbara Symmes*

**Third Place**
*Cross Roads, “Las Familias Católicas tenemos muchas tonalidades” by M. Yvette Millan Torres*

**S08: BEST ONLINE PRESENTATION OF MULTIMEDIA VISUALS**

**First Place**
*Catholic News Herald, “XI Congreso Eucaristico Diocesano” by Father Fidel Melo, Patricia Guilfoyle, Rico De Silva*

**Second Place**
*El Mensajero Católico, “La mascarada African” by Jeff Witherow*

**Third Place**
*Revista Maryknoll, “Oración de San Francisco” by Gabriela Romeri, Sean Sprague, Octavio Durán, Catholic News Services*

**S09: BEST NEWSPAPER WEBSITE**

**First Place**
*El Pregonero, “elpreg.org”*

**Second Place**
*El Centinela by Rocío Rios*

**Third Place**
*El Mensajero Católico, “elmensajerorochester.com” by Staff*
S10: BEST COVERAGE OF CULTURAL HERITAGE

First Place
Revista Maryknoll, “La Virgen peregrina” by Giovana Soria

Second Place
El Heraldo Católico, “Peregrinación Guadalupana da testimonio de fe, tradición y alegría” by Raul Ayrala

Third Place
El Pregonero, “El cuidado de la casa comun” by Carlos Ayala

S11: BEST COVERAGE OF IMMIGRATION

First Place
Revista Maryknoll, “Un mes en la frontera” by David R. Aquije

Second Place
El Pregonero, “De indocumentada a soñadora” by Andrea Acosta

Third Place
El Pregonero, “Mutilados caminan con Francisco” by Miguel Vivanco

S13: BEST COVERAGE OF LOCAL ISSUE

First Place
El Pregonero, “Ayudan con tareas escolares” by Miguel Vivanco

Second Place
El Heraldo Católico, “Escuelas católicas cumplirán con la ley de vacunación obligatoria” by Raul Ayrala

Third Place
El Heraldo Católico, “Carismáticos: de la iglesia y para la iglesia” by Staff

S14: BEST COVERAGE OF VOCATIONS TO PRIESTHOOD, RELIGIOUS LIFE OR DIACONATE

First Place
Revista Maryknoll, “Con un pueblo peregrino” by Gabriela Romeri

Second Place
Revista Catolica Dallas, “El hombre al que todos esperaban” by Violeta Rocha

Third Place
Nuestra Voz, “Siguiendo los pasos de Monseñor Romero y al servicio de la Diócesis de Brooklyn” by Darío López Capera
S15: BEST REGULAR COLUMN BY A BISHOP OR ARCHBISHOP
First Place
Vida Nueva, “Mensaje del Arzobispo” by Monseñor José H. Gomez, Arzobispo de Los Angeles

Second Place

S17: BEST COVERAGE OF FAMILY
First Place
Revista Catolica Dallas, “El difícil reto de transmitir la fe” by Violeta Rocha

Second Place
El Heraldo Católico, “¿Cómo tratamos los latinos a nuestros hijos?” by Raul Ayrala

Third Place
El Pregonero, “Una historia de fe y esperanza” by Miguel Vivanco

S18a: INDIVIDUAL EXCELLENCE: Writer
First Place
Annette Jiménez, El Mensajero Católico

Second Place
Ana María Delgado, El Católico de Rhode Island

S18b: INDIVIDUAL EXCELLENCE: Editor
First Place
Rocío Rios, El Centinela

Second Place
Silvio Cuéllar, El Catolico de Rhode Island

S19: GENERAL EXCELLENCE: Publication
First Place
Revista Maryknoll by Staff, Valentín Concha-Núñez

Second Place
Nuestra Voz by Jorge I. Domínguez-López

Third Place
El Pregonero by Staff

Honorable Mentions
El Centinela by Rocío Rios

El Mensajero Católico by Staff
S22: BEST EDITORIAL
First Place
*El Pregonero*, “El cambio empieza contigo” by Rafael Roncal

Second Place
*Nuestra Voz*, “Orgullo boricua, fe católica” by Jorge I. Domínguez-López

Third Place
*Nuestra Voz*, “El Sínodo de la Familia: Ni vencedores ni vencidos” by Austen Ivereigh

S24: BEST COVERAGE OF THE PAPAL VISIT TO CUBA AND THE U.S.
First Place
*El Centinela*, “Papa Francisco” by Rocío Rios, Antonio Andraus

Second Place
*El Católico de Rhode Island*, “Coverage of the Papal Visit to Cuba and the USA” by Rick Snizek, Silvio Cuellar, Lauren Clem

Third Place
*Nuestra Voz*, “Coverage of the Papal Visit to Cuba and the USA” by Jorge I. Domínguez-López, Dagoberto Valdés Hernández, Austen Ivereigh

S27: BEST PARISH PROFILE
First Place
*El Centinela*, “Un año los jóvenes de San Andrés Caminando con Jesús” by Rocío Rios

Second Place
*El Heraldo Católico*, “San Pedro Mártir: Bendición y servicio” by Raul Ayrala

Third Place
*El Heraldo Católico*, “Todos los Santos: Una parroquia que crece entre cambios y desafíos” by Raul Ayrala

S30a: BEST MULTIPLE PICTURE PACKAGE ORIGINATING WITH THE PUBLICATION: News
First Place
*Vida Nueva*, “Rito de Elección” by Victor Aleman

Second Place
*El Heraldo Católico*, “Peregrinación Guadalupana da testimonio de fe, tradición y alegría” by Raul Ayrala

S30b: BEST MULTIPLE PICTURE PACKAGE ORIGINATING WITH THE PUBLICATION: Feature
First Place
*El Mensajero Católico*, “Colorful masquerade” by Mike Crupi

Second Place
*Revista Catolica Dallas*, “La Reina de todas las flores” by Ben Torres
S31b: BEST USE OF ART OR GRAPHICS: Best Original Illustration

First Place
Nuestra Voz, “¡Bienvenido, papa Francisco!” by Nadim Amín

Second Place
El Centinela, “Apóstol de California” by José Ortiz Valladares, Katherine Budde

S32a: BEST PHOTOGRAPH ORIGINATING WITH THE PUBLICATION: Feature Photo

First Place
Revista Catolica Dallas, “Las Madres Orantes” by Ben Torres

Second Place
El Mensajero Católico, “Fireman's salute” by Jeff Witherow

Third Place
El Mensajero Católico, “Tiger in glasses“ by Mike Crupi

S33: BEST NEWSPAPER FRONT PAGE

First Place
El Pregonero, “Lecciones de esperanza” by Javier Díaz

Second Place
Vida Nueva, “Portadas” by Victor Aleman, Osvaldo Cisternas

Third Place
El Mensajero Católico, by Staff